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Abstract—Silicon photonics enables the fabrication of photonic
integrated circuits with high bandwidth density, making it suitable
for computercom applications. In multicore computing systems,
the communications between cores and memory can be supported
by optical networks-on-chip (NoC) realized with photonic integrated circuits (PIC). While different optical NoC topologies have
been proposed in the past, only few NoC were fabricated and tested.
This paper aims at comparing the performance of two PIC NoC
with a bus and a ring topology. First, a framework is presented
for passing from the theoretical analysis of silicon photonics basic
building blocks like waveguides and microrings, to the PIC design
and to the NoC performance derivation, using the scattering matrix
method. Based on this framework, the two NoC topologies are simulated, designed, fabricated in silicon photonics, and experimentally characterized for comparison. Spectral performance validates
the theoretical model with minor deviations due to the fabrication
inaccuracies and limitations. Bit error rate performance at 10 Gb/s
demonstrates the capability of simultaneous transmissions in both
topologies with limited or negligible crosstalk. Moreover, ring NoC
is shown to slightly outperform the bus NoC thanks to the filtering
properties of the central microring.
Index Terms—Integrated optics, optical network-on-chip, optical switches.

I. INTRODUCTION
HOTONIC integrated Circuits (PIC) provide a key technology for applications demanding communications at high
bandwidth (BW) and throughput with a low power consumption. An excellent example of such applications is the computercom field that requires faster and faster transfer of data
between cores and memories in the so-called networks-on-chip
(NoC). Indeed, PIC solutions can offer the BW density and the
latency uniformity [1]–[3] required for overcoming the limitations of electronic NoC (e.g., power density, synchronization issues, electromagnetic interference), thus enabling the continual
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scalability of computing systems [4], [5] according to Moore’s
law.
However, to fully exploit the PIC potentials, a well-assessed
framework is required for passing from theoretical to experimental demonstration as developed through the years in the context
of electronic circuits. Thus, the first challenge is the identification of a suitable framework for passing from the architectural
design to PIC design, fabrication and characterization, ensuring
the required specifications with adequate fabrication tolerance.
In particular, the possibility of deriving a NoC-level model that
abstracts the functionalities of the PIC without entering into
technological details is of paramount importance for accelerating the simulations. An example is given by the libraries and
tools for simulations of PIC NoC proposed in [6] and [7]. With
a fast simulation tool of the NoC, it is possible not only to
quickly predict the physical-layer performance and validate the
measurements of the NoC but also to optimize the PIC design
by assessing the sensitivity to the design parameters.
In addition, when exploiting photonic integrated devices,
the second challenge is the identification of NoC architectures
that can achieve the expected performance of high throughput,
low delay variance, and low power consumption. Various NoC
topologies have been realized with PIC: bus [8], [9], ring [10],
space switches [11]–[13], Clos [14], crossbar [14]–[18] and
characterized in terms of spectral performance [11]–[13] or bit
error rate (BER) [11], [12]. Comparison between the various
topologies has so far been carried out mainly at the theoretical
level [14], [17].
This paper tackles these two fundamental challenges by considering two traditional NoC architectures, i.e., bus and ring, and
by providing a thorough framework that goes from the mathematical modeling, to the PIC design, to the final characterization of the fabricated PIC. NoCs with ring and bus topology
are selected as they can flexibly support multiple concurrent
transmissions at low loss and without waveguide crossings. Bus
is the widely used and studied topology due to its simplicity. Transmissions in both directions are possible by using two
counter-propagating buses. Ring topology is typically preferred
for the possibility to offer all-to-all communication even when
unidirectional. However, the undesired recirculation may affect
the signal quality. To achieve high energy efficiency, the PIC
of the bus and ring NoCs are designed with solely passive photonic elements, i.e., waveguides and microrings. To model the
physical layer of the microring-based NoCs and optimize the
PIC design, an accurate theoretical framework is derived using
the transfer matrix method based on a single microring add-drop
block. PIC fabrication has been realized with silicon technology,
which permits compatibility with electronics.
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Photonic integrated NoC architecture. The basic building block of the
NoC is highlighted in the two figures. (a) Bus architecture. (b) Ring architecture.

The final objective of the work is to validate the framework
by comparing the experimental and simulated performance of
the fabricated PICs, and to gain further knowledge on the best
performing microring-based NoC architecture(s). For this purpose, the simulation and experimental results of the physicallayer performance (i.e., spectra) are compared for both PICs.
Moreover the data transmission performance (i.e., BER) of the
bus NoC is compared with that of the ring NoC. Both comparisons are carried out considering the worst case scenario
from the performance point of view, occurring when concurrent transmissions take place at the same wavelength leading to
homo-wavelength crosstalk (XT)[19]–[21]. The results extend
the initial works in [22] and [23] focusing on a single topology
(i.e., ring), and in [24] limited to an experimental comparison,
enabling the validation of the theoretical framework. The theoretical results provide also insights on the best NoC topology
and the experimental results confirm that PIC technology is a
viable solution for supporting concurrent transmissions on the
same wavelength.
II. PHOTONIC INTEGRATED NOC ARCHITECTURES
The bus and ring NoCs enable the communication between
multiple tiles on a single chip (e.g., CPUs or shared memories).
The integrated NoCs are realized with waveguides and microrings, as schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) for the bus and
ring architecture, respectively. The communication between
tiles occurs using optical signals, generated by laser sources,
modulated by modulators and received by photoreceivers (not
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Microring-based add/drop block.

shown in the figure). Each modulated optical signal is injected
in a shared waveguide (i.e., bus or ring) using the add port
of a microring (i.e., input port Ii for i = 1, . . . , n) and is
then received from the desired drop port of the downstream
microring (i.e., output port Oj for j = 1, . . . , n). In addition,
in the bus topology, the signal can also be injected directly into
the bus at input port I0 and extracted from the bus at output
port O0 , as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Each microring acts either as an add or drop filter. Add and
drop operations occur by properly tuning the microrings at the
source and destination ports, enabling the communication between the ports as scheduled [25]. The wavelength of the added
(or dropped) signals is fixed by the resonance wavelength of the
microrings. The resonance of the local microring can be tuned
by modulating the optical refractive index of the material, e.g.,
by exploiting thermal effects [26]. Once the microring is tuned,
port Ii (Oi ) is used for sending (receiving) the optical signal,
while port Oi (Ii ) (called dummy port) can be used for testing
purposes (e.g., for controlling the resonance wavelength shift of
the ring).
Next, the behavior of the bus and ring NoC is mathematically
modeled.
III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Physical performance of the NoCs is modelled in terms of
scattering coefficients using the transfer matrix method. For this
purpose, the transfer matrix is derived first for a generic add/drop
microring block as shown in Fig. 2.
In the figure, Ai and Ci are the input signals (i.e., the electric
fields), while Bi and Di are the output signals of the ith block.
The relation between the input and output signals can be written
as a function of the scattering matrix Q(i) for the add/drop
microring resonator [27]
⎞ 
  ⎛ (i)
(i)
Ai
q11 q12
Bi
⎠
=⎝
.
(1)
(i)
(i)
Di
Ci
q21 q22
The entries of the scattering matrix in Eq. (1) can be analytically
computed using parameters related to the electromagnetic analysis and the geometry. Let (t1i , t2i ) and (k1i , k2i ) be defined
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as the through-coupled and cross-coupled field coefficients at
the ring-waveguide coupling areas (grey areas in Fig. 2), respectively. Let ηi2 be the ring round-trip transmission factor,
which can be numerically computed from the mode analysis.
The coefficient ηi depends on the phase constant and the field
attenuation after half of the microring as

leading to

ηi = exp[−πri (αir − jβir )]

O0

⎞

⎛

⎟
⎜
⎜ O1 ⎟ 
⎟
⎜
1−w
⎟
⎜
⎜ O2 ⎟ =
⎟
⎜
v
⎟
⎜
⎜ O3 ⎟
⎠
⎝
O4

(2)

where ri is the microring radius, βir is the phase constant and
αir is the field attenuation of the ith microring. As a result, the
entries of the scattering matrix are

⎛

⎞

I0

⎜ ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜ I1 ⎟
u
⎜ ⎟
⎜ I2 ⎟,
⎜ ⎟
M ⎜ ⎟
⎜ I3 ⎟
⎝ ⎠
I4
T

(8)

where w is a scalar, uT is 1 × 4 row vector, v is 4 × 1 column
vector, and M is a 4 × 4 square matrix
(4) (3) (2) (1)

(i)
q11
(i)

q12 = −

1

(i)

q21 = −
(i)

w = 1 − p22 p22 p22 p22 ,

t1i − ηi2 t∗2i (|t1i |2 + |κ1i |2 )
=
,
1 − ηi2 t∗1i t∗2i

q22 =

1

κ1i κ∗2i ηi
− ηi2 t∗1i t∗2i
κ∗1i κ2i ηi
− ηi2 t∗1i t∗2i

(3a)

,

(3b)

,

(3c)

⎛

(4) (3) (2) (1)

p22 p22 p22 p21

⎜
⎜ (4) (3) (2)
⎜ p22 p22 p21
⎜
u=⎜
⎜
(4) (3)
p22 p21
⎜
⎝

⎛

⎞

⎜
⎜
(2) (1)
⎜
p12 p22
⎜
v=⎜
⎜ (3) (2) (1)
⎜ p12 p22 p22
⎝

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟,
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4)

t2i − ηi2 t∗1i (|t2i |2 + |κ2i |2 )
,
1 − ηi2 t∗1i t∗2i

(3d)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate [27]. Since
the through-coupled and cross-coupled field coefficients and the
round trip transmission factor depend on the optical wavelength,
the entries of the scattering matrix in Eq. (3) also depend on the
wavelength.
Thanks to the large coupling coefficients, a negligible
backscattering can be assumed [28].
The output field Di of block i is related to the input field Ci+1
by the following phase shift relation
Ci+1 = τi Di .

(4)

The constant τi has the same form of Eq. (2) and it depends on
the distance between two rings Li as
τi = exp[−Li (αw − jβ w )],

(5)

where β w and αw are the phase constant and the field attenuation
of the waveguide, respectively.
The input/output relation can be derived by combining the
previous formulas

 
  

 
Bi
1 0
Bi
1 0
Ai
=
=
Q(i)
. (6)
0 τi
0 τi
Ci+1
Di
Ci
(i)

For a compact notation, let us introduce the matrix P
⎞ 


  ⎛ (i)
(i)
Ai
q
Bi
A
q
i
11
12
⎠
= P (i)
=⎝
. (7)
(i)
(i)
Ci+1
Ci
Ci
τi q21 τi q22
A. Bus NoC Scattering Matrix
To compute the input/output transfer matrix of bus NoC
in Fig. 1(a) for n = 4, the scattering matrices are combined,

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟,
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4) (3) (2) (1)

p21
⎛

⎞

(1)

p12

p12 p22 p22 p22

(1)

p11

⎜
⎜ (2) (1)
⎜ p12 p21
⎜
M =⎜
⎜ (3) (2) (1)
⎜ p12 p22 p21
⎝

0

0

(2)
p11

0

(3) (2)

p11

(3)

(4) (3) (2)

p12 p21

p12 p21

(4) (3) (2) (1)

p12 p22 p22 p21

p12 p22 p21

(4) (3)

⎞

0

⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
⎟.
⎟
0 ⎟
⎠
(4)

p11

(9)
Without loss of generality, we assumed that the length of
the bus waveguide from the input port I0 to the first microring is negligible (i.e., L0 = 0), allowing an easier derivation of
the coefficients in Eq. (9). Equations (8) and (9) can be easily
generalized in the case of n blocks. Indeed, by introducing the
vectors
⎛ ⎞
⎛
⎞
I1
O1
⎜ ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜
⎟
I = ⎜ ... ⎟,
(10)
O = ⎜ ... ⎟,
⎝ ⎠
⎝
⎠
On
In
Eq. (8) becomes


O0
O




=

1−w

uT

v

M



I0
I


(11)

where M is an n × n matrix, u and v are column vectors of n
elements.
B. Ring NoC Scattering Matrix
The scattering matrix of the ring NoC can be derived from
Eq. (11) with the constraint I0 = O0 . This condition forces the
signal to recirculate in the shared ring. From Eq. (11)
wI0 = uT I,
O = vI0 + M I,

(12a)
(12b)
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Fig. 4. Microring mode analysis and coupler design. (a) Normalized mode
intensity profile measured in 1/μm2 . (b) Bended coupled waveguide.

Fig. 3.

Schematic of the microring cross-section.

and the input/output relation is
O=

1
vuT + M I = N I,
w

(13)

where N is an n × n matrix obtained by adding the matrix
vuT /w (responsible for the recirculating signal) to the matrix
M.
IV. PIC DESIGN
The considered bus and ring NoCs (see Fig. 1) have been designed and fabricated as a PIC. The PICs were fabricated through
CMC Microsystems by the Institute of Microelectronics, Singapore, on 220-nm silicon-on-insulator wafers. The cross-section
of one of the add/drop microrings and its input and output waveguides is schematically shown in Fig. 3. Each microring is made
of silicon, with a cross-section of 480 nm × 220 nm and a radius of 10 μm. Each microring is fabricated on a 2 μm-thick
buried silicon oxide layer and it is coated by a silica cladding.
As shown in Fig. 3, a 90-nm-high slab is added only on the
inner side of the microring. The external section of the slab
(next to the microring) is kept undoped, while the internal section is doped with phosphorus at a peak doping concentration of
5 × 1020 cm−3 [29]. The resonance frequency of each microring is thermally tuned by injecting a current in the conductive
path created by the doped slab. The presence of a slab only on
the inner side of the ring allows the reduction of the bending loss
and the improvement of the thermal isolation of the input/output
waveguides. On the other hand, the undoped slab allows the enhancement of the heat transfer from the doped slab to the ring
waveguide, since silicon is characterized by a thermal conductivity higher than that of silica (i.e., kS i = 149 Wm−1 K−1 and
kS iO 2 = 1.3 Wm−1 K−1 ). The thermal conductivity of n-doped
silicon is assumed to be equal to 60 Wm−1 K−1 [30].
The two NoCs are designed for transmission at 10 Gb/s with
ON–OFF keyed nonreturn-to-zero signals. For small microring
loss (4πri αir  |k1i |2 + |k2i |2 ), the BWi of the add/drop microring is proportional to the square of the coupling coefficients
(i.e., BWi ∼ |k1i |2 + |k2i |2 ). Not only are large coupling coefficients beneficial for the BW, but also for keeping XT limited

[20]. To prevent that fabrication inaccuracies reduce the BW below the requirement, in the PIC design phase the power coupling
coefficients are set equal to 10% (i.e., |k1i |2 = |k2i |2 = 0.1 for
i = 1, . . . , n), which leads to a 3-dB transmission BW of around
28 GHz.
The presence of the slab on the inner side of the microring
moves the electromagnetic mode closer to the internal wall of
the microring, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In addition, since the minimum fabrication gap between rib waveguides is 200 nm (minimum exclusion rule), the highest coupling coefficient between
the microring and the straight waveguide is around 2%–3%.
Therefore, to achieve the required coupling coefficient, the input/output waveguides are narrowed (i.e., 460-nm-wide) and
the length of the coupling region is lengthened by bending the
coupled waveguide of an angle θ = 32◦ , as shown in Fig. 4(b)
[31].
In the ring NoC, the length of the shared ring l has been set so
that the ratio between the free spectral range of each microring
(FSR) and the shared ring (fsr) is four [20], i.e.,
l nw
FSR
g
=
= 4,
fsr
2πri nrg

(14)

where nrg and nw
g are the group indices of the microring and the
shared ring, respectively.
The pictures of the fabricated PICs are displayed in Fig. 5(a)
and (b) for the bus and ring NoCs, respectively. For both architectures, single-polarization (transverse electric) grating couplers are used to interface the fibers to the PIC [32]. In the
figures, Ti (0 ≤ i ≤ 2 in the bus and 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 in the ring) indicate where the transmitters (with lasers and modulators) are to
be connected. Similarly, Ri (0 ≤ i ≤ 2 in the bus and 1 ≤ i ≤ 4
in the ring) indicate where the receivers are to be connected.
V. SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS: NUMERICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the numerical and experimental results
for the fabricated NoCs. Here and in the following section the
analysis of the NoC is focused on the worst case scenario from
the perspective of XT, which is the most detrimental impairment
for the performance of the two PICs.
When two optical transmissions interfere, two scenarios of
XT are possible: if the corresponding carrier wavelengths are
identical or very close, the XT is named homo-wavelength XT;
vice versa, when the two signals propagate on different carriers, then the corresponding noise is called hetero-wavelength
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 5.
NoC.

Photonic integrated NoCs. (a) PIC of the bus NoC. (b) PIC of the ring

Scattering coefficients of the bus NoC.

ring NoCs shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) become, respectively
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
1 − w u2 u4 ⎛ T ⎞
R0
0
⎜
⎟
⎜v
⎜
⎟
⎟
⎜
0
0 ⎟⎜ T ⎟
⎜ R1 ⎟ = ⎜ 1
⎟
(17)
⎜
⎟⎝ 1 ⎠,
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
M32 0
v3
R
T
2

⎛
XT [19], [21]. While the hetero-wavelength XT can be reduced
by filtering the signals (which is also performed by microrings
at the receiver side [19], [23]), the homo-wavelength XT cannot
be removed and for this reason it is the most deteriorating source
of noise. In this scenario, a single-hop transmission induces the
highest XT on downstream transmissions at the same wavelength. The XT is maximized when single-hop transmissions on
the same wavelength are set between all adjacent ports [20]. In
this context, the stronger interference is caused by the immediately downstream single-hop transmission, as mathematically
shown in [20].
For the NoC designs in Fig. 5, the ports with transmitters Ti
(receivers Ri ) are the even (odd) ports in Eqs. (8) and (13), that
is:
⎛
⎛
⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎞ ⎛
⎞
I2
R1
O1
T1
⎜
⎜
⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎜ R ⎟ ⎜ O ⎟
⎜ T ⎟ ⎜I ⎟
⎜ 2 ⎟ ⎜ 3 ⎟
⎜ 2 ⎟ ⎜ 4⎟
⎜
⎜
⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎜ . ⎟ = ⎜ . ⎟, (15)
⎜ . ⎟ = ⎜ . ⎟,
⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
⎝
⎝
⎠ ⎝ ⎠
⎠ ⎝
⎠
Tn /2
In
Rn /2
On −1
where n is an even number.
For the bus NoC, transmitter T0 is connected to the input port
I0 and receiver R0 is connected to the output port O0 , i.e.,
T0 = I0 ,

R0 = O0 .

(16)

In the presence of homo-wavelength XT, using the notation
introduced in Section III, the scattering matrices for the bus and

R1

2

⎞

⎜
⎟
⎜R ⎟
⎜ 2⎟
⎜
⎟=
⎜
⎟
⎜ R3 ⎟
⎝
⎠
R4

⎛

N12

⎜
⎜N
⎜ 32
⎜
⎜
⎜ N52
⎝
N72

N14

N16

N34

N36

N54

N56

N74

N76

N18

⎞⎛

T1

⎞

⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
N38 ⎟
⎟⎜ T2 ⎟
⎟⎜ ⎟. (18)
⎟⎜ ⎟
N58 ⎟⎜ T3 ⎟
⎠⎝ ⎠
N78
T4

Since the network is reciprocal and since the coupling coefficients, microring distances, microring sizes and microring
resonance wavelengths are the same for the various ports, some
identities appear in the scattering coefficients.
For the bus NoC, the transfer function v1 (i.e., communication
T0 → R1 ) has the same behaviour of u4 (i.e., the communication link T2 → R0 ). Similarly, v3 and u2 must be identical since
the corresponding communication (T1 → R0 and T0 → R2 ) are
specular. As a result, in Eq. (17), only four of six coefficients are
independent. The scattering coefficient u4 is the drop transfer
function of a single-microring filter. The scattering coefficient
M32 is the drop transfer function of two uncoupled microrings
in cascade (the extinction ratio of M32 is twice of u4 ). The
scattering coefficient (1 − w) is the through transfer function
of a four uncoupled microrings rings in cascade. The scattering
coefficients u2 is the product of the drop transfer function of a
single microring and the through transfer function of two uncoupled microrings in cascade: it has the shape of a drop transfer
function (such as u4 ) combined with the “notch” shape of the
through transfer function (such as 1 − w). The four independent
scattering coefficients of the bus NoC are reported in Fig. 6 as a
function of the wavelength.
In the figure, the numerical (dashed curves) and the experimental results (solid curves) show a good agreement between
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Fig. 7.

Scattering coefficients of the ring NoC.

theory and measurements. The small mismatch of the FSR is
due to the fabrication inaccuracies (e.g., roughness, doping inaccuracies) of the waveguides. Moreover, in the experimental
curves the peaks at higher wavelengths have smaller amplitude
and the envelope of |1 − w| is not flat. This is caused by the
transfer function of the Bragg-grating used to couple the light
in and out of the PIC [32].
Similarly, for the ring NoC only four of the sixteen scattering
coefficients are independent. Indeed, the transfer function between a transmitter and the four receivers is the same as when
the transmitter is shifted by one position. As a result, the matrix
in Eq. (18) becomes a circulant matrix with elements
N12 = N34 = N56 = N78 ,

(19a)

N14 = N36 = N58 = N72 ,

(19b)

N16 = N38 = N52 = N74 ,

(19c)

N18 = N32 = N54 = N76 .

(19d)

Similar results are shown in Fig. 7 for the ring NoC. For
symmetry reasons, only the coefficients of the first row of matrix N are reported. Also in this case, simulated and measured
scattering coefficients exhibit a good agreement between theory
and experiments. In all the subplots of Fig. 7, two FSRs can be
identified: the band between the sharp peaks is about 2.4 nm
and it is due to the fsr of shared ring, while the periodicity of
the scattering coefficients is about 9.62 nm and it is related to
FSR of the add/drop microrings [20].
The homo-wavelength XT is now assessed for the single
one-hop transmission T1 → R2 (indicated with a solid line in
Fig. 5(a) and (b)). This communication can be affected by a
homo-wavelength XT due to another one-hop upstream transmission at the same wavelength: T0 → R1 and T4 → R1 transmissions in the bus and ring NoC, respectively (indicated with
a dashed line in Fig. 5(a) and (b)). Thus, receiver R2 receives
the intended transmission (T1 → R2 ) as well as the signal that
is not dropped by the upstream receiver R1 , leading to XT.
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Fig. 8. Transfer functions at receiver R 2 simulated (top) and measured (bottom) for the bus (left) and ring (right) architectures, when transmitting from
T 1 (solid lines) and when transmitting from the upstream transmitter to the
upstream receiver (dashed lines representing the homo-wavelength XT) .

TABLE I
SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS COMPARISON
Bus

BW
XT

Ring

sim.

meas.

sim.

meas.

28.6 GHz
−16.9 dB

27.8 GHz
−11.2 dB

28.7 GHz
−017.9 dB

22.2 GHz
−17.9 dB

Notice that in the bus NoC, injecting the signal from the bus
(T0 ) instead of an upstream transmitter is a worst case scenario
for the interference.
A magnification of the scattering coefficients at receiver R2
is reported in Fig. 8, where the simulated (top) and measured
(bottom) transfer functions are compared for the bus (left) and
the ring (right) NoCs. In all the subplots, solid curves refer to the
intended transmission T1 → R2 . The transfer functions of the
upstream signal at R2 are also shown with dashed curves and
represent the XT on T1 → R2 . In the ring NoC, the interference
spectra outside the 10-dB BW is much lower than in the bus
architecture and has secondary peaks. This difference is caused
by the filtering behaviour and the resonance of the shared ring.
In the figure, the simulation results and the measurements of the
NoCs are in good matching.
The comparison of the measured and simulated BW and XT
are reported in Table I for the bus and the ring architectures,
respectively. The small differences between theory and experiments are mainly due to the fabrication inaccuracies of the
ring-waveguide gap and, as a consequence, of the power coupling coefficients and therefore the BW. On the other hand, the
microring resonance alignment procedure is mainly responsible
for the small differences on the XT level.
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Fig. 9.
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Experimental setup.

VI. BER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The transmission performance of both NoCs under investigation has been evaluated in terms of BER measurements.
Two different transmission configurations are compared for
both the ring and bus architectures: (i) one single one-hop transmission (T1 → R2 ) and (ii) two simultaneous transmissions in
which another one-hop upstream transmission (T4 → R1 in the
ring architecture; T0 → R1 in the bus architecture) can cause
interference to the transmission T1 → R2 . For both the architectures, the BER has been measured for the transmission between
the port T1 and the port R2 .
Fig. 9 shows the experimental setup for the BER performance
evaluation. A tunable laser emits at 1550 nm an optical power
of 10 dBm. The linewidth is set to 100 MHz by activating the
coherence control. This signal is divided into two arms by a
3 dB optical splitter. In each arm, the signal is modulated by a
Mach–Zehnder Interferometer fed by a 231 −1 pseudo random
binary sequence at 10 Gb/s produced by the bit pattern generator.
The signals are de-correlated by a 50 m single mode fiber spool
inserted in one arm before being amplified by two different
erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA), filtered by two 1-nmwide optical band pass filters (OBPF) and then power controlled
using two variable optical attenuators (VOA). Two 8-port fiber
arrays are used to inject/extract light to/from the device under
test (DUT) by two 8-port TE grating coupler arrays with a pitch
of 127 μm. The optical coupling into the DUT is optimized by
two polarization controllers. A multiprobe is used to contact
an array of ten pads with a pitch of 200 μm for independently
tuning the microrings. At the receiver side, the output signal at
the port R2 of the DUT is amplified by an EDFA and filtered by
a 1.2-nm-wide OBPF. The optical power at the photodetector is
controlled by a VOA, while the optical signal-to-noise ratio is
kept constant at 38 dB.
Fig. 10 shows the BER versus the optical power received at
port R2 including the back-to-back (B2B) measurements as reference. For a single transmission, the ring architecture achieves
a BER lower than the bus architecture and mildly outperforms
B2B. Both these results are due to the filtering effect of the
microrings that act as adapted receivers leading to an increase
of the sensitivity, as also described first in [12].
In the presence of the interference due to the adjacent
upstream transmission, the BER values of both architectures
are comparable, and no impact of the recirculation of residual
signal in the shared ring is observed. On the other hand, the
interference caused by the non-adjacent upstream transmissions
is negligible (e.g., T3 → R4 in the ring NoC), as theoretically
and experimentally demonstrated for the ring NoC in [20] and
[23], respectively.

Fig. 10. BER measurements at receiver R 2 for transmission T 1 → R 2 in the
presence and absence of a simultaneous upstream transmission.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a theoretical framework based on transfer matrices suitable for the design and analysis of different
microring-based NoC topologies. More specifically, the paper
compared the theoretical and experimental performance of two
NoCs with bus and ring topologies, realized with silicon-based
PIC. The presented theoretical framework is able to well predict
the spectral performance of the PICs. The BER measurements
indicate that NoC can well support one or multiple transmissions at 10 Gb/s on the same wavelength. In particular, the BER
of the ring NoC outperforms the back-to-back measurements,
thanks to the filtering effects of the microrings. In the bus NoC,
the filtering effects are limited by the different topology (i.e., no
central shared ring), leading to small penalty of about 0.5 dB
for a BER of 10−9 .
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